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Information
Introduction
Welcome to our provisional 2020/21 programme of courses. With the advent of the Coronavirus pandemic we moved
all of our courses online in April 2020 to enable our members to continue their learning.
As we go to print with our new programme the outlook for delivering courses at our Centre remains uncertain. So, this
provisional programme contains details of all the courses that are available online from the summer of 2020 through to
December 2020. Our website (www.recbedford.co.uk) provides the most up-to-date list of courses.
About Us
Rothsay Education Centre (REC) is a Registered Charity (No.1063950). We provide educational, social and
recreational opportunities for adults, mainly over the age of 50. We are self-funded with the annual membership fee
meeting our running costs and our course fees the cost of courses.
Membership
All students on REC courses are required to become a member the annual cost of which is £39. Single
termmembership costs £17 per term.
Course Booking
All courses are advertised online via the Centre website at www.recbedford.co.ukand published in hard copy. Any
additional courses will be advertised on our website, notice boards, by email, and in newsletters.Bookings can be
made on-line at www.recbedford.co.uk, by phone on 01234 302203/4 or by using the application form in this brochure.
nd

Enrolment commences on Monday22 June at 9am and will not be accepted before this date. (Courses may be
viewed on the website but you will not be able to purchase before the above date and time).All bookings are only
secured on receipt of the correct payment and membership, and you are advised to book early to avoid
disappointment as courses do fill-up fast while those with low numbers are cancelled.
Gift Aid and Donations
The cost of membership can be treated as Gift Aid which enables us to reclaim around £8 per member from the Inland
Revenue at no extra cost to you. If you pay tax on any income or savings, please can you indicate your willingness to
participate on the booking form (online or in this brochure). We rely on fundraising, donations and legacies to support
the Centre so please remember the Centre if you are making a Will (further details on our website).
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Note
Courses vary between all-year, termly, half-termly and week-ends. All-year-long courses can be joined at any point
throughout the year (subject to availability)details of which can be found in the Autumn term section (page 8).

Term Dates 2020-21
Autumn 2020 (11 weeks)
Monday 14 Sept - Friday 4 Dec 2020 (Half-term holiday 26 - 30 October 2020)
Spring 2021 (11 weeks)
Monday 4 Jan - Friday 26 Mar 2021 (Half-term holiday 15 - 19 February 2021)
Summer (11 weeks)
Monday 19 April – Friday 9 July 2021 (Half-term holiday 31 May – 4 June 2021)
During term time we are open Monday to Friday 9.30am – 4.30 p.m.

The Awakening Conscience by William Holman Hunt, 1853

Summer Holiday
Short Courses
Mondays/Tuesdays
2pm-4pm

Wednesdays

Monday 20 July 2-4pm

2pm-3/4pm

Thursdays

£16

SM200720

Mr and Mrs Clark and Percy by David Hockney, 1971

10am-12noon

Fridays
10am-12.30pm
These courses need to be booked in
advance and are open to over 18s and nonnon
members.

Monday 27 July 2-4pm

All these courses will be delivered via
Zoom so it will be assumed that email
details can be given to the tutor

£16

SM270720

£16

SM030820

My Bed by Tracey Emin, 1998

MONDAYS
The Making of a Masterpiece: AWorld of Interiors
nteriors
Caroline Bacon
Each week we shall be looking at a famous painting to
discover why and how it was made, by and for whom, and its
subsequent life. We shall also look at the respective interiors
and objects to see what they tell us about the period and work.

Monday 3 August 2-4pm
4pm

TUESDAYS
The Arnolfini Portrait by Jan van Eyck, 1434
The Plague by Albert Camus
Dr
Gary
Day
It hardly needs saying that Camus’ 1947 masterpiece offers
many parallels to our own situation today. This one
one-off lecture
will explore those parallels and also discuss the symbolism of
‘la peste’. Perhaps the most fascinating feature of the novel,
however,, is its concern with language. What does this tell us
about an epidemic? Come and find out.
7 July
£16
TSTP0120

Monday 6 July 2-4pm

£16

SM060720
God is Dead?
Dr
Gary
Day
It is a truism that modernist art has no interest in religion.
These two lectures. delivered on successive days, will argue
the opposite. In them I will distinguish between religion and
spirituality and argue that both feature heavily in the work of
such artists as Jean-Léon Gérôme (1824–1904), James Tissot
(1836-1902),
1902), Wassily Wassilyev
Wassilyevich Kandinsky (1866-1944)
and Stanley Spencer (1891--1959), among others. I will also
suggest that, even where neither religion or spirituality appear
in modern art, it is nevertheless shaped by their absence
Tuesday
and
Wednesday
Wednesday, 14
&
15
July
£32
TSGD0220

The Milkmaid by Johannes Vermeer, 1657--8

Monday 13 July 2-4pm

£16

SM130720

Book on-line at www.recbedford.co.uk
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oligopolistic characteristics of the superstores as well as why
they so often try to merge. Dealing with shortages and price
elasticity will also be on the agenda for the sup
supermarket
industry.
16, 23 & 30 July
£45
45
TSEC0320

WEDNESDAYS
The Structure of St Paul’s Cathedral - repeat
Tim
Parrott
Find out more about this iconic London landmark!
The presentation will consist of 2 x 40 minute sessions with a
break in the middle.
1 July 2pm
£12
SWPC0120
Ealing Comedies
Caroline Bacon
Post-war
war film comedies produced by Ealing Studios have been
cited as representing British archetypes and values with their
profusion of eccentrics, mavericks and subversives, and subtle
satire. Each film also highlights the socio-economic
socio
and
political tensions of post-war
war Britain. We shall look at five films
from one of the earliest, Hue and Cry (1947), and then
Passport to Pimlico (1949), Kind Hearts and Coronets (1949),
The Lavender Hill Mob (1951), and The Man in the White Suit
(1951). All films can be viewed on-line
line for free, details of which
will be sent out weekly together with comprehensive film notes
and articles in advance of discussion.
5 weeks from 8 July 2-3pm £35
SWEC0520

How Did the Americans Land on the Moon?
Tim Parrott
In July 1969, two men set foot on another celestial body, for
the
first time
me in human history. Around 400,000 people put family
life on one
ne side for about 8 years to make it happen. For two
hours, recapture some of the excitement of that amazing
enterprise, through video and explanation.
30 July
£16
16
TSLM0120

THURSDAYS
Latin Poetry
Jenny Morris
Catullus was one of the most versatile of all Roman poets.
Most famous now for his love poems, he also wrote
mythological epics, biting satire, and playful poems of
friendship. This course is for those with enough Latin to relish
some guided translation and
d appreciation of a selection of
Catullus’ verses, considered in the context of his life and times.
We shall listen to the poems read aloud, compare published
translations, and hear some extracts from talks about the poet
and his life. Texts and translations
ns will be provided. A Latin to
English dictionary would be useful.
Anyone considering
coming along who would like to discuss the course further is
welcome to contact the tutor by email: binswood@hotmail.com
6 weeks 16 Jul – 20 Aug
£90
TSLP0620

What does DNA do?
Tim Parrott
DNA carries copies of all the chemical information your parents
needed to grow up, find a mate and make you. Now, minute by
minute, it’s regulating all your life processes. You probably
know enough about what your organs are doing. This 22
session course takes a look at Biology at the molecular level,
and it’s much more fascinating.
16 & 23 July
£32
TSDN0220

The Economics
conomics of Chocolate, Holidays and Supermarkets
Angela Pollard
The three sessions will be looking at the basic economic
principles behind chocolate, holidays and supermarkets.
Cocoa is an agricultural market with its typically volatile
characteristics, and we will discuss the ramifications of its raw
commodity coming
g from some of the poorest countries. We
will also explore the economics associated with holidays. So
demand and supply, pricing systems and global shocks such
as the coronavirus, will be essential discussion material. In the
third week we will examine some
ome of the tendencies of
supermarkets to compete in non-price
price competition and the

Book on-line at www.recbedford.co.uk
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In the Steps of Vikings
Peter Holden
Over the last 10 years or so working trips have taken me to the
Northern Isles of Britain, The Faroe Islands, Iceland
Iceland,
Greenland and the shores of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia.
These two sessions will look at these wonderful
landscapes and amazing wildlife....and in each location I have
found poignant memories of Viking influences.
6 & 13 Aug
£32
32
TSSV0220
Where Do the Chemical Elements Come From?
Tim Parrott
Your guess is, “The Big Bang”. But no. There were no
elements heavier than Helium (the second lightest element) for
hundreds of millions of years after that cataclysmic event. No
Carbon, Oxygen, Nitrogen, etc. This 2
2-session course looks at
how the elements essential for life came to exist, and how they
found their way into our bodies.
6 & 13 Aug
£32
32
TSCE0220
How do Plants Protect themselves from Browsing
Animals?
Tim Parrott
Running away is not an option when you rely on a root system
for support and sustenance. But Evolution has provided plants
with a battery of physical, chemical, and even psychological

weapons to keep the plant-eaters
eaters at bay. Whatever you know
already, prepare to be amazed
27 Aug
£16
TSPP0120
How Do Plants Make Oxygen?
Tim Parrott
You know what it’s called. Yes - Photosynthesis. You can’t
hear it, see it, smell it or touch it, but a clear account of the
process will go a long way towards opening your eyes to the
Wonder of Plants. If single-celled
celled organisms had not
developed the knack, complex multi-cellular
cellular creatures like us
wouldn’t be here. Plants
changed the world long before we did.
3 Sep
£16
TSPM0120
What Happened to the Dinosaurs?
Tim Parrott
They were wiped out, almost certainly by a meteorite impact.
They were alive and well on every continent 65 million years
ago, having dominated the planet for around 150 million years.
How the mysterygradually came to light is one of the great
detective stories of modernScience. Once we knew where to
look, the evidence was everywhere.
10 Sep
£16
TSHD0120

Summer Field trips
10.30 -12.30
Are you fed up of being isolated?
Enjoy some fresh air on these short field trips.
You will need to be relatively physically fit as
the walks could be up to 3 miles over uneven
terrain.
Make your own way there

FRIDAYS
Exploring Traditional Wildflower Names
Dr Twigs Way
Our countryside is filled with mystery. Glimpses of the past in
rhymes and realities, poetry and posies. Bouncing Bets and
Bachelors Buttons, Stinking Bob and Ragged Robin. This
morning session explores the meaning and origin behind some
of the names and helps
elps you to know your Cow Mumble from
your Sheep’s Parsley.
rd
Friday 3 July 10-12.30 (inc break) £16
SFWN0120

The Ears Have It: Hares and Rabbits in Art and Culture
Dr Twigs Way
Deceptively similar to modern eyes, the hare and the rabbit
inhabit different worlds in the history of European art and
culture. One mystical, solitary and wild; the other tamed and
domesticated, embedded into Christianity before being
transformed into childhood illustrations. From Durer’s hare to
the Velveteen Rabbit, we will explore the contradictions at the
heart of our cultural response to lagomorphs.
th
Friday 10 July 10-12.30 (incbreak) £16 SFHR0120

Book on-line at www.recbedford.co.uk
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Potton Scout Hut Quarry
Bev Fowlston
This field trip will include information on local geology along
with some educational worksheets on geological features that
can be observed in the area. You will need to be relatively
physically fit as the walks could be up to 3 miles over uneven
terrain. Further information about where to meet etc will be
given nearer the time.
Wed 12 Aug
£10
FPS01A20
Clophill Ecolodges
Bev Fowlston
This
his field trip will include information on local geology along
with some educational worksheets on geological features that
can be observed in the area. You will need to be relatively
physically fit as the walks could be up to 3 miles over uneven
terrain. Further information about where to meet etc will be
given nearer the time.
Wed 19 Aug
£10
FCE01B20
Sandy Warren Lodge
Bev Fowlston
This field trip will include information on local geology along
with some educational worksheets on geological features that
can be observed in the area. You will need to be relatively
physically fit as the walks could be up to 3 miles over uneven
terrain. Further information about where to meet etc will be
given nearer the time.
Wed 26 Aug
£10
FSW01C20

be welcomed, of course). Anyone wanting to find out a little in
advance of the classes is recommended to read 'Aristotle:
AVery Short Introduction',, by Jonathan Barnes.
3 days 10-1

Summer Holiday
Short Courses
10am-1pm
1pm x 3 days

£48

SPA03A20

Colour Mixing Jackie Gooding
ooding
Come and immerse yourself in colours. All you will need are 2
reds, 2 yellows, 2 blues and suitable white paper for whatever
medium you have: watercolour, acrylic, pastel or coloured
pencils. A white will also be needed for all the media except
watercolour. We will make a beautiful colour circle, subtle
greys and a host of greens. Suitable for anyone who has
drooled over colour charts.
3 days 10-1
£48
SCM03A20

(unless otherwise stated)
These 3 day courses need to be booked in
advance and are open to over 18s and nonnon
members.

10 – 12 August

3 - 5 August
Life on Planet Earth before Plants & Animals
Tim Parrott
Single-celled
celled life sounds like something we can safely leave to
the microbiologists, but all life on the planet was single-celled
single
for around 3 billion years. In that inconceivable period of time,
marvellous events took place which changed the planet
forever. Complex animals like ourselves owe a fascinating debt
to those amazing microscopic organisms.
3 days 10-1
£48
SPE03A20
Ladies at Wrest: The Lives, Loves andLosses
andL
of the
Women of the de Grey Family c1580-1918
Dr Twigs Way
The course will draw on letters, diaries and other documents
and images to explore the lives and loves, aspirations, and
cultural contexts of the women of the de Grey family.
Encompassing war and peace, theatre and travel, politics,
poetry, theatre, culture
ure and gossip, London life and household
vexations and their role in the Wrest estate. A unique insight
into a family over 300 years of war and peace.
2 days 3&4 Aug 10-12.30 £45
SLW02A20

Ukelele Taster Session
David Lewry
The ukulele is a fantastic instrument for complete beginners or
for guitarists wanting to try a new instrument. Easy to learn but
a lifetime to master, it is currently enjoying a huge revival in
interest. The REC are planning a brand new course, starting in
the autumn but this taster will give you an opportunity to learn
about the history of the instrument, listen to some different
styles of playing by professional musicians and to find out what
sort of instrument, and at what price, woul
would be most suitable
for a beginner. You will have the opportunity to ask any
questions and discuss the course with the tutor via the Zoom
format before deciding to join the new course.
1day 10 Aug 10-12
£10
SUT01B20

Film Studies: Coward & Lean
an Caroline Bacon
Noel Coward and David Lean collaborated on a number of
films in the 1940s that chimed with age. We shall look at In
which We Serve, Thus Happy Breed and Blithe Spirit and
discover some of the background and themes that provide
overt and covert analysis.
3 days 10-1
£48
SCL03B20

Introduction to Cubism
Dr Gary Day
Cubism was one of the most important developments in
modern art. This three-day
day course will look at its roots and
what it hoped to achieve. Why was there a desire to move
away from traditional art? How did the strange geometry of
Cubist paintings relate to the modern world?
ld? Cezanne was an
important early influence but Cubism soon gathered its own
momentum running through three stages in ten years. Its main
practitioners were Picasso and Georges Braque but they were
joined by others like Jean Metzinger, Robert Delaunay and
Fernand Léger who also helped shape the movement.
3 days 10-1
£48
SIC03A20

Ruins in the Garden
Dr Twigs Way
From hermitages to ruined abbeys, headless statues to
wellheads, we scatter ruins through our gardens and designed
landscapes. The Romans were the first to incorporate ruins in
gardens and now we create gardens around Roman ruins. But
what is the fascination with incorporating the old in the new?
Why should ancient cultures rise again amongst the
flowerbeds and verdant green lawns? This course will explore
the roles of art, culture
lture and curation in the ruins of garden
design.
2 days 10&11 Aug 10-12.30
£45SRG02B20

Philosophy of Aristotle
Jenny Morris
Aristotle was described by Dante as 'the master of those who
know'. Certainly Aristotle's work was extraordinarily diverse
and immensely influential in later centuries. Although he was a
follower of Plato, Aristotle's approach to exploring the world
and ideas
eas was very different, as were the times he lived in. We
shall consider Aristotle's works and their influence, reading
some texts closely, and discussing them in some detail. Texts
will be provided. No preparation is required, and no previous
experience off academic Philosophy is expected (though it will

Life Drawing
Michael Croker
We will consider the best approaches to con
constructing and
capturing a convincing likeness of the model. All abilities
welcome. Please bring drawing materials eg pencils, charcoal
or pens, plus paper and pad or board to lean on. Limited to
12 students
3 days 10-1
£70
SLD03B20

Book on-line at www.recbedford.co.uk
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Brush Up Your Latin

Deborah Day

Did you enjoy Latin at school? Would you like to revisit it in a
gentler way? Whether you have O level, A level or no
qualification at all, this will be a second chance to experience
the joys of Latin. The course will consider extracts from
fro the
classical authors and also some mediaeval Latin,
Latin as well as
material from the present day. The only requirement is a
simple understanding of the basic rules of the language.
3 days 10-1
£48
SBL03B20

17-19 August
The Moon Landing, 1969
Tim Parrott
Just an episode in a manic Arms Race, or the technological
achievement of our era? The race to land a man on the Moon
galvanized America in a way nothing else has, before or since.
The development of the Space program and its ultimate
triumph remains an exhilarating episode in human history. The
course includes archival video clips.
3 days 10-1
£48
SML03C20
Jane Austen’s Emma
Dr Sharon Priestly
A new film version of Jane Austen’s novel has been released
just in time for Valentine’s Day this year, providing an incentive
for those of us who love her work to take a closer look at
Emma, Austen’s masterpiece of romance, social comedy and
literary
style! Something new in every adaptation and even more
novelty and discovery in every close reading: please join us to
discuss a new cast and familiar characters!
3 days 10-1
£48
SJA03C20
Augustus & Augustan Rome
Jenny Morris
Augustus changed Roman history and the very face of Rome
in a very radical way, whilst presenting himself as a
traditionalist. As the first emperor of Rome, he faced the
challenge of gaining power and acceptance despite
des
Roman
distrust of monarchy and any regime resembling monarchy.
We shall consider the career, achievements and heritage of
Augustus Caesar, including the political, social and cultural
aspects of the period between about 40 BCE and 14 CE.
Visual material
al will be shown, and textual sources issued for
discussion. No previous knowledge will be presupposed,
although relevant prior study is welcomed.
3 days 10-1
£48
SAA03C20

Saturday 10 October 20
2020
Bridge: No Trump Hands
Sian Harrison
This session is aimed at the novice/ intermediate bridge player
and will consist of tuition, demonstration, discussion and
supervised play, possibly followed by a short duplicate pairs
session to consolidate
date the learning. The content will be
adjusted to the participants’ need but may include no trump
overcalls, rebids, rule of eleven, CRO and playing and
defending no trump hands when considering entries and
unblocking.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WNT10A20

Behind the Vestry Door
Liz Carter
We will delve in to the Church and Archdeaconry records to
th
investigate the real goings on in a community in 17
17-19
century England. Using local history records for background
material and originall archives for the cases, we shall poke
about in the dusty parish chest!
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WVD10A20

Weekend Courses
These courses are open to everyone over 18 and must
be booked in advance.

Birds in Winter
Peter Holden
This course aims to set the scene for the approaching winter:
how birds’ habits change – from arctic migrants using the
British Isles to countryside birds visiting our gardens. We will
consider the changes in plumage, the effects of winter weather

Non-members
members must pay day membership of £6.
Courses run from 10am to 3.30pm, unless otherwise
stated.

Book
on-line
at www.recbedford.co.uk
THESE
COURSES
MAY CHANGE DEPENDING ON THE
SITUATION AT THE TIME
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and food requirements – including how we can help to feed
them in our gardens.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WBW10A20

The Work of Samuel Palmer
Jenny Morris
Samuel Palmer is widely regarded as one of the greatest
landscape painters and etchers in the English tradition. During
his artistic career (spanning some 60 years),
s), he was inspired
by both visual and literary sources, and his work continues to
exert a powerful influence upon artists. We shall explore many
of his works, and reading extracts from his notebooks and
letters. Amongst the works recently on display at The
Th Higgins’
‘Dreams and Nightmares’ exhibition, were two tiny wood
engravings by William Blake. Alongside was Samuel Palmer’s
etching ‘The Early Ploughman’. Palmer had been mesmerised
by
Blake’s
engravings,
which
were
to
exert
considerableinfluence on the young
oung artist’s subsequent work,
and that of his circle, known as ‘The Ancients’. The Higgins
also displayed Palmer’s ‘The Bellman’, a watercolour showing
twilight, and which he described as ‘a breaking out of villagevillage
fever long after contact…….a dream of that
at genuine village
where I mused away some of my best years, designing what
nobody would care for, and contracting, among good books,
fastidious and unpopular taste.’ In fact, Palmer’s work in turn
inspired Graham Sutherland, whose etching ‘The Village’ was
wa
also purchased by The Higgins in the 1960s. The works of
Palmer owned by the Higgins will be just a starting off point for
our day together.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WSP10A20
Lizzie Siddall Pre-Raphaelite
aphaelite Model and Artist
Dr Gary
Day
How did a girl from Southwark slum rise to become one of the
supermodels of the age? This course will look at Siddal’s life,
her relationship with Dante Gabriel Rossetti, her addiction to
laudanum and her suicide. She is one of the most recognised
faces in British art but what is less well known is that she was
an artist in her own right. Looking at works in which she
appeared and those which she painted herself we will try to
cast light on the enigma that is Lizzie Siddall.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WLS10A20
Mobileography
Hemant Jariwala
It was Chase Jarvis who said, “The best camera is the one
that’s with you.” Indeed, Jarvis was talking about the popularity
st
of mobile phones in the 21 century – with a built-in
built
highquality camera system at your fingertip to record life as it
evolves around you. This 1-day
day workshop will introduce Mobile
Phone Photography to help you build a strong understanding
of camera & phone technology – it’s limitations, but more
importantly, its numerous advantages. You will learn
‘WYSIWYG composition skills’ – this is the key to successful
image making with a mobile phone. This aspect is introduced
through the tutor’s own portfolio. The workshop will also
include 2-hours ‘Walk-about’(weather permitting)
mitting) along the
Bedford Embankment in search for images.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WMO10A20
Introduction to Watercolour Pencils
David Lewry
Watercolour pencils are a hybrid media that combine the
advantages of dry coloured pencil and watercolour painting.
Many people have these pencils but are not sure how to use

Book on-line at www.recbedford.co.uk
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them. This course will introduce you to the varied techniques
that you can use and
d how to incorporate them into finished
drawings and paintings. They are particularly suited to
sketching and journalling techniques and this will be discussed
during the day. Students will need to bring watercolour paper
and whatever pencils they possess. The tutor will have some
samples of the pencils for you to use during the day and can
advise on which to buy should you wish to continue.
During this course the tutor will be demonstrating using a
high definition overhead camera, enabling students to
follow
low his actions on the TV screen.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WWP10A20

Saturday 7 November 20
2020
History of Hampton Court Gardens
Gardens: From Royal Bowling
Green to Three Men in a Boat!
Dr Twigs Way
Created by Cardinal Wolsey in 1515 with 'baskets of primroses'
and 'nails to bind the arbour’: coveted by Henry VII the gardens
passed to royal hands and saw the march of kings and queens
through the bling of Henry’s court to the cool symmetry of
‘Dutch’ gardens of William and Mary. Despising clipped work,
yews grew to giants under Queen Victoria, who threw the
gardens open to the ‘multitudes of vulgar people’ who sailed
toy boats on the canal and got lost in the maze. Join us for a
fascinating insight into scandal, sex, madness, art, literature
and of course, gardens!
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WHH07A20
History of the Caribbean
bean Nurse in the UK Glenor Roberts
It is inevitable that Caribbean women have become nurses in
the UK. Why is this? The story of slavery and immigration is
one that made certain ‘we are here because they were
there’. And then, for women, why nursing rather than teaching
or another occupation? Directly after World War II, the
government was confronted by issues of labour: finding
personnel, providing appropriate training and funding salaries
were all challenges. The decision to recruit from the
Caribbean was widely supported. The multi-layered history
that has evolved as a result of that decision makes it obvious
today that Caribbean nurses’ significant impact upon the
existence of the NHS and other nursing services is note
noteworthy.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WCN07A20
Cathedral Architecture
Tim Parrott
Some Architectural Histories (and even the printed Guide you
have in your hand) can seem strangely remote from the actual
building you’ve come to visit. That cathedral was put up by
ambitious masons, closely watched
atched by the people paying them,
who also had an eye to the future. This course presents not so
much a survey but a toolkit for making sense of what you see,
both aesthetically and structurally.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WCA07A20
Bridge: Strong Hands
Sian Harrison
This session is aimed at the novice/ intermediate bridge player
and will consist of tuition, demonstration, discussion and
supervised play, possibly followed by a short duplicate pairs
session to consolidate the learning. The content will be
adjusted to the participants’ need but may include doubling, no
trump rebids, strong twos, beyond the barrier, Blackwood or
keycard Blackwood.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WSH07A20

and preserve your family historic documents, which can
include books and maps. It will teach you about when and
where you should be storing your items, and in what. It will also
teach
ch you how to make your own bespoke folder and
document holders to store your items.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WHD07A20

Killing One Person to Save Five: the trolley problem in
ethics
Jenny MorrisThis
Morris
course
is best described by quoting an account of a recent book by
David Edmonds:
‘A
A runaway train is racing toward five men who are tied to the
track. Unless the train is stopped, it will inevitably kill all five
men.
You are standing on a footbridge
otbridge looking down on the
unfolding
disaster. However, a fat man, a stranger, is standing next to
you: if you push him off the bridge, he will topple onto the line
and, although he will die, his chunky body will stop the train,
saving five lives. Would you kill the fat man? The question may
seem bizarre. But it's one variation of a puzzle that has baffled
moral philosophers for almost half a century and that more
recently has come to preoccupy neuroscientists, psychologists,
and other thinkers as well. In this book, David Edmonds, tells
the riveting story of why and how philosophers have struggled
with this ethical dilemma, sometimes called the trolley problem.
In the process, he provides an entertaining and informative
tour through the history of moral philosophy. Most people feel
it's wrong to kill the fat man. But why? After all, in taking one
life you could save five. As Edmonds shows, answering the
question is far more complex--and
and important--than
important
it first
appears. In fact, how we answer it tells us a great deal about
right and wrong.’
Whilst some participants may like to read the book, it is by no
means essential. There will be plenty of discussion.
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WKP07A20
KP07A20
Love and Marriage: Proposals in Jane Austen’s Novels
Margaret Norwich
From the ludicrous to the sublime, the proposals of marriage
portrayed in Jane Austen’s fiction reveal so much about the
lovers who make them, the ladies who must respond and the
nature of love and marriage. Please
se join us to consider the
blunderings of Mr Collins (not every girl says no!); the
arrogance of Mr Darcy; and the unbridled passion of Captain
Wentworth in confessing love and offering marriage to Jane
Austen’s heroines. We will also discuss the wisdom of the
young ladies’ responses!
£35 members (+ £6 non)
WLM07A20

Caring for Your Historic Documents
Vicki Manners
This course is being taught by the ex--County Archives
Conservator for Bedfordshire Borough Council and will equip
you with the knowledge and practical skills to care, conserve
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Weekday daytime Courses
All weekday classes are open to members only.
Annual membership is £39
Termly Membership £17
Morning classes start at 10am
Afternoon classes start at 2pm
(unless otherwise stated)

Courses starting Autumn Term 2020

Monday Mornings
Rothsay Ramblers
The Ramblers offer a programme of walks on Monday
morningss all year around, including during the REC holiday
periods. Every Monday there are two 5
5-mile walks, or
alternately a 3 or 4 mile walk, with occasional longer walks.
Walks usually start and end at a pub
pub, café, garden centre or
village hall within a 20-mile
mile radius of Bedford, and the
expectation is for members to stay for lunch, or at least a drink.
The walkss are very sociable and are an excellent way to make
new friends. Occasionally there are walks in London and other
special interest walks such as birdwatching and geology. There

is also an annual day trip further afield with a variety of walks,
walks
for all ages and abilities. All this is organised by members and
we appreciate any input or new ideas. If you
are renewing your Ramblers’ membership, please do so at the
same time as renewing your subscription to the REC and
simply add the Ramblers. If you wish to join
in the Ramblers as
a new member,, please enrol through the REC as for any other
course. You will then need to contact the Membership
Secretary, Nicola Howard, at Nicola.howard123@yahoo.com,
Nicola.howard123@yahoo.com
or by phone on 01234 312066 for details of forthcoming walks.
Alternatively, please contact the Secretary, Carolyn McFarlland
at caro_mcf@hotmail.co.uk,, or by phone on 07796
811185.Please
Please note that if you are joining the REC for the first
st
time, your REC membership will start on 1 September.
Annual subscription £3 (plus REC membership) RE00020

Five Economic Events That Shook the World
Angela Pollard
We will look at five key global Economic events that have had
a significant impact on the UK and the world, such as the Wall
Street Crash, the collapse of the Berlin wall and the
globalisation that followed it, the 2008 Global financial crisis
and the OPEC oil price shock of 1973. We will examine the
causes leading up to these important events and analyse the
social and economic consequences and fall out, both during
and after the events.
5 weeks from 2 Nov
£3
35
1XEC05A20

Classical Sculpture: How to View and Enjoy It

Pastels
Robert Ford
The course will be aimed at those who have little or no
experience of using pastels. We will experiment in a variety of
drawing and blending techniques, then develop those
techniques to replicate copies of paintings done by well-known
well
artists. Pastels can give people the opportunity to work in
colour, produce a piece of work that has a painterly effect but
does not involve the use of paraphernalia involved in oil or
acrylic painting. Robert has over forty
rty years’ experience as an
art teacher and believes that the early stages of teaching any
medium require a lot of demonstration and hands-on
hands
help. The
aim is for participants to work towards creating pastel pieces
based upon their own source images. Materials such as good
quality pastel sets and coloured pastel paper pads are
available at reasonable prices through Amazon.co.uk and retail
outlets like Hobbycraft or local Art shops in Bedford, Hitchin
and Milton Keynes.
5 weeks from 2 Nov
£30
1PA05A20
Creative Writing
DanielDuddridge
Duddridge
For the first term we will concentrate on the short story. This is
an important discipline and the ideal way to explore some of
the vital elements of fiction - plot, characterisation, voice and
setting. Each
ach week we will analyse a short story and look at
the devices the writer has used. The class will then write their
own short story, drawing inspiration from what we have read.
Each class will include a workshop session where the class
members can read their
heir piece aloud and have it critiqued by
the class.
For the second and third terms we start our novel. Using the
skills we have learnt from the short story, the class will start a
novel and read aloud a passage each week to be critiqued.
For many the thought of writing a novel can be daunting, but by
setting a realistic target each week and reading your work to
an audience,
e, the writer can refine, polish and progress with
their piece.
30 weeks from 14 Sept £155
RE11120
20
French Upper Intermediate
Marion Moutel-Davesne
Moutel
Students in this class will have learnt some French before; they
will for example have done 4 years or so of part-time
part
study or
will have done their O Level (or A Level) some time ago. This
course aims to consolidate their knowledge of the French
language, as well as different skillss (speaking, reading,
listening) througha variety of activities and resources (articles,
short stories, internet).
30 weeks from 14 Sept £155
RE10620
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Deborah Day
How did the ancient Greeks and Romans strive to show the
ideal human form, and with what measure of success? What
remaining fine examples of their sculpture can still be found in
and around their buildings? How can variety be incorporat
incorporated
into the human figure? We will consider what aspects are
fundamental to an appreciation of classical statuary, looking at
a selection covering almost 1,000 years.
5 weeks from 14 Sep
£30
30
1CS05A20
Love in Classical Literature
Deborah Day
Romantic love won and lost, patriotic love and wider, more
spiritual love both fascinated and inspired, as well as frustrated
and tormented ancient readers and writers as much as they do
modern readers. In this course we will study selec
selections of
Greek, Roman and mediaeval authors, all in English, those
famous, such as Catullus, Propertius and Vergil, and those
with less familiar names.
5 weeks from 2 Nov
£30
30
1LC05A20
Classical Guitar (Starts at 10.15)
BoePyne
Ensemble playing forms a large part of what we do; the
combination of several relatively simple parts provides a fun
way to learn, and enjoy, the classical guitar. Prospective new
members should have a very rudimentary acquaintance with
classical guitar technique
chnique together with some music reading
ability (approaching grade one). If you are a complete beginner
there is a class on Tuesday mornings at 10am.
33 weeks from 14 Sept £1
170
RE10520

Monday Lunchtimes

Bridge - 12.15-1.45
Self Help
This group is for those of you who are confident players but
who don’t want any constructive teaching and want to enjoy a
game and some likeminded company.
30 weeks from 14 Sep
£3 per session Pay As You Go

Monday Afternoons
French Advanced (1.30-3.30)
MarionMoutel
MarionMoutel-Davesne
This course is aimed at those who have studied French
previously and are able to cope fairly fluently in a variety of
situations. The aim is to build your confidence and skills as well
as extend your knowledge of the French language and culture.
There will also be a regular revision of French grammar within
the context of the books and documents we work on. One or
two French paperbacks will be read during the year.
30 weeks from 14 Sept £155
RE10720

Advanced Bridge
Colin Porch
We continue our discovery of more efficient ways of bidding,
and how to get more out of the cards we are dealt. Lots of
revision is included and we shall be looking in particular at
better ways of signalling to partner what we like and
an what we
don’t like. If you want to get better at the game…please join
us!
25 weeks from 14 Sep
£130
RE10920
Models and Muses 1.45-3.45
Caroline Bacon
For centuries art history has concentrated on the artists but in
recent years the canvas has been turned to the models and
muses who have inspired great artworks. We will discover
individuals who have been the catalyst for some of the most
famous artists’ careers, and look at their own lives and careers.
10 weeks from 14 Sept £70
1XMM10A20
Drawing & Painting for Fun
Jackie Gooding
A variety of easy-to-master
master techniques using a wide range of
media will introduce you to different ways of making an image.
The starting points will be equally varied and your results
result may
be representational, decorative, or wholly abstract. This course
can be enjoyed by beginners or more experienced artists who
like trying new things.
20 weeks from 14Sep
£105
1DP20A20

Tuesday Mornings
Spanish Advanced
Elena Ramos
This course is for students who have learnt Spanish for a few
years and have obtained at least A level. We will revise
grammar while reading about Spanish and American topics.
Speaking Spanish is a must! Note later start date
30 weeks from 22 Sept £155
RE20320
Making Music with the Recorder Jane Edis
The Recorder Ensemble is a friendly group of players who
enjoy exploring works of composers from the 13th century to
the present day. The Consort plays in parts Descant, Treble,
Tenor and Bass, and individuals are encouraged to develop
their skills to allow playing independently one-to-a-part
one
at
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times. New members are very welcome but need to have a
good standard
andard of reading and playing on at least one
instrument. Technique is studied and a home practice routine
is encouraged. Music is provided.
30 weeks from 15 Sept £1
155
RE20120
Memoir Writing
Bente de Grey
Do you want to write your life story but you need a push to get
started? Then this course is for you. This is a well
well-established
course on how to write your memoir or a biography: how to get
started: the planning stage and the structure of your memoir.
During the course you will be int
introduced to the writing tools
you need to create your life story. To ensure those new to the
class get up to speed quickly, individual help is available. Each
week the class members share their writing and receive
positive feedback. It is a friendly atmosphere with lots of
interaction and encouragement from the tutor as well as the
class members.
Suitable for both beginners and those with previous
experience.
30 weeks from 15 Sept £1
155
RE20620

Old News – discovering the past through historic
newspapers
Dr Barry Dackombe
Each week we will take one old British newspaper and use the
stories within to rediscover aspects of the past. These could
range from small personal actions to major national events, our
newspapers have covered them all. Come on a journey of
discovery and see where the newspaper reports of yesteryear
take us.
5 weeks from 15 Sep
£35
2XON05A20
History and Object Biographie
Biographies Dr Barry Dackombe
During this short course we will introduce the idea of objects
having a biography or a ‘life’. Through looking at a range of
objects we will construct their ‘life story’ and in doing so view
the history that is associated with them. This telling of history
through an object provides an alternative perspective to
looking at the past and will make you look at the objects
around you in a different light.
5 weeks from 3 Nov
£35
35
2XOB05A20

Constantine and the Triumph of Christianity Frank Livesey
By endorsing Christianity after his conversion in 312AD
Constantine dramatically changed the fortunes of the Christian
minority; he ended persecution, legitimised their religion and
declared religious freedom for all. Christians soon became the
Establishment,
ablishment, their bishops’ influential civil servants;
traditional Roman religion withered and died. Christian Europe
was on the horizon. A plausible account, it seems, but how true
is it? Why did Constantine embrace Christianity? Did he
establish a 'Christian'
tian' Empire? What changed and what
remained untouched? Was paganism doomed? What was the
cost to both State and Church of this improbable coupling?
When did the Ancient World end?
10 weeks from 15 Sep
£70
70
2XCO10A20

German Upper Intermediate
Rosemary
Adams
This class is for students who have a good knowledge of the
language and are reasonably confident in all skills. The first
part of the lesson is devoted to conversation with each student
invited to contribute; we then read arti
articles or do grammatical
exercises. The main emphasis is on learning through
enjoyment.

30 weeks from 15 Sept

£155

RE20220

if you have any medical conditions. This course is suitable
for all abilities, beginners welcome.
30 weeks from 15 Sep
£1
£115
RE22620

Bridge for Novices
Colin Porch
So… you are newcomers to the game, or maybe you have
played for a while, but at a very basic level. Let me enhance
those basic skills that you have, and turn you into a player to
be reckoned with! We shall be concentrating very much on the
basic things like signals and discards and putting together a
bidding strategy that will efficiently
ly exchange information
between yourself and partner. Those things are very much the
essence of “winning bridge”. I have been teaching bridge, at all
levels, for well over 40 years, and I can promise you that you
will not be disappointed. Copies of the hands
han
played, with
commentaries, will be supplied after each session, for you to
keep and study.
10 weeks from 15 Sept
£60
2BN10A20

Art by Zoom
Carol McDermott
This will be a mish mash of small lectures, quizzes, mini
demonstrations, coffee and fun! When
en we get back in to the
REC the more serious stuff will recommence, you have been
warned!
10 weeks from 15 Sept
£60
2AZ10A20

Tuesday Lunchtimes
Spanish Intermediate(12.30-1.30)
Elena Ramos
This course is for students who have learnt Spanish for 2-3
2
years up to GCSE level. We will revise grammar structures and
tenses and we willcoverthe subjunctive tense.
tense Note later start
date
30 weeks from 22 Sep £80
RE22320

Tuesday Afternoons
The Nature and Existence of God
Dr
Karim
Esmail
This course is concerned above all with the statement
“Godexists”.“God
“God exists” is an instance of religious language,
which the course considers briefly to begin with. It then
considers God’s nature and some of God’s traditional
properties: eg being all-powerful
powerful (or omnipotent), being allknowing (or omniscient), and being perfectly good. We then
move on to consider arguments for and against God’s
existence: eg an ontological argument; some cosmological
arguments; some design arguments; and the problem of evil.
Finally, it considers (briefly) non
non-rational belief that God exists,
viz. fideism.
10 weeks from 15 Sept
£80
2XNE10A20

Ukelelefor Beginners
David Lewry
This course will introduce students to the ukulele, a small, easy
to learn stringed instrument, that has been enjoying a massive
revival in interest over the last few years. Anyone can learn the
basics in a few hours and start playing some simple tunes.
Your tutor, who was a professional musician on guitar and
other stringed
nged instruments will guide you through a series of
graded lessons to build confidence and proficiency. For those
of you without an instrument he will also provide guidance on
what would be a suitable instrument to start with. They can be
purchased for as little as £30.00. Many guitaristsalso find
thetransition to the ukulele to be straightforward so this course
would be very suitable for them as well.
10 weeks from 15 Sep
£
£60
2UK10A20

Italian Absolute Beginners (12.30-1.30)
Maria Taverna
This course stresses the fundamentals of pronunciation,
grammar, practical vocabulary, useful phrases and the ability
to understand, speak, read and write simple Italian for when
going abroad on holidays. Aimed at absolute beginners.
beginner As
well as the language, you will learn about the culture, customs
and traditions.
33 weeks from 15 Sept £85
RE22420
20

Italian Improvers
Maria Taverna
This course helps you build on skills already learnt, introducing
new language and grammar structures in a lively way. The
emphasis is on communication; to understand, speak and read
most of the Italian you are likely to need, whether you are
travelling to Italy on holiday, welcoming Italian people to your
home or simply studying for general interest.
33 weeks from 15Sept
£1
170
RE20420

Yoga
(12.30-1.30)
Jaswinder
Challi
Yoga Practice Asanas:: We will work with gentle postures and
breathing techniques. The postures will blend into one another
in varying ways and hopefully give your body and mind a
feeling of loosening and unlocking tightness and rigidness.
Yoga Nidra Meditations: this is where you come and lie
down on the floor and just completely let go and let me guide
you. This is a progressive muscle relaxation technique that will
vary slightly from week to week. It is highly relaxing and a
brilliant de-stress
stress technique. Sometimes the incorporation of
the sound of music or drum will enhance the relaxation.
r
For Yoga, please wear loose comfortable clothing, bring with
you a yoga mat, small cushion and water to drink.
Disclaimer:: You are fully responsible for your practice and
REC and their tutor cannot be liable for any injuries. As much
as we support and guide you in our class, the ultimate
responsibility lies with you, so please go at your own pace and
be guided by your own intuition. It is recommended that you
also speak to your GP and get confirmation that this is suitable

German Improvers (1pm-3pm)
3pm) Rosemary Adams
Ideally you will need 2 – 3 years previous study for this
course.
The
group
is
friendly,
relaxed
and
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welcoming. Currently we are working from a Coursebook
which has CDs for listening at home. Extra materials are also
provided. Please contact Rosemary via
ia the REC for further
information to ensure you choose the right course for you.
30 weeks from 15 Sept £155
RE22220

Socially, changes include the en
end of the death penalty,
women’s lib and commonwealth immigration. Science and
engineering developments feature such diverse achievements
as Concorde and test tube babies. The 70s close with the
election of Britain’s first woman prime minister.
10 weeks from 16 Sept £70
3XAT10A20

Beginners Guide to Classical Physics & Quantum Physics
Tim Parrott
Galileo and Newton laid the groundwork for a coherent
understanding of how and why objects move. Clerk Maxwell
and Faraday completed the picture of a predictable, clockwork
th
Universe. Then, in the early 20 century, the edifice began to
crumble. This course, for the mathematically--innocent, will give
you a flavour of the weird logic that governs the behaviour of
light and matter at the sub-atomic level.
6 weeks from 3 Nov
£42
2XBG05A
05A20

Drawing for Complete Beginners
David Lewry
A complete basic drawing course for total beginners or those
who really do believe they cannot draw. Through a series of
simple and structured exercises the tutor will he
help you to
overcome the fear of drawing and help you understand
linear
drawing, tonal drawing and the mysteries of perspective. From
the very first lesson you will be producing accomplished and
recognisable drawings covering a wide variety of subjects. No
previous experience is necessary and a list of basic,
inexpensive materials will be provided before the start of the
course. This course is an extended version of David’s highly
successful and popular day workshops which have helped to
launch many people
le on a new artistic hobby.
10 weeks from 16 Sept £60
3BD10A20

Nordic Noir
Bente de Grey
The aficionados of this genre are well versed in the most
famous writers. This course will introduce three female writers:
Karin Fossum, Anne Holt and Camilla Läckberg. We will
discuss their plots, characters and choice of setting. Are they
writing as well as Nesbo, Adler-Olsen
Olsen and Mankel and thus
need a place among the best? Join us and find out!A reading
list will be provided on request.
5 weeks from 3 Nov
£30
2NN05A20

Wednesday Mornings
Italian Advanced
Maria Taverna
This course is aimed at learners with a reasonable knowledge
of Italian who want to extend their competence and study the
language in greater depth. The course also gives an insight
into Italian life and culture.
33 weeks from 16 Sept £170
RE30020
The Russians are Coming: The Beginnings of Russian
Literature
Dr
Stephen
Rogers
This course will give a background to the development of
Russian literature and discuss its particular characteristics. The
emphasis will be on itsemergence in the early nineteenth
century, and the importance of the works of Alexander
A
Pushkin
(1799-1837)
1837) will also be covered. Mikhail Lermontov (1814-41)
(1814
was the first writer of a Russian psychological novel, with A
Hero of Our Time (1840). Nikolay Gogol (1809-52),
(1809
the author
of Dead Souls (1842), the first great Russian novel, was
w
a
strange writer who mixed fantasy, realism and satire into his
work. By understanding these authors and their works we will
better able to appreciate the masterworks of their successors
Turgenev, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky and Chekhov.10
Chekhov.
weeks from
16 Sept £70
3XRL10A20
From Affluence to Turbulence: Britain in the 1960s and
1970s
Margaret
Badley
This course examines a period of both enormous change and
conservatism as revolutions by stealth occur in many fields in
this this new Elizabethan Age. Losing its role along with its
empire, Britain drifts towards affluence and then almost to
bankruptcy. Politics is rocked by political scandal, the
‘Troubles’ and foreign war. Industrial strife causes Britain to be
nicknamed the ‘Sick man of Europe’. But musically, Beatle
Mania and Cock Rock make headlines across the world.
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French Conversation - Intermediate
Christine Bailey
The level required for this conversation class is intermediate;
the aim is to become able to understand and take part in
everyday conversation.Grammar tuition is occasionally present
though not on a regular basis and is not a main feature of the
course. This course is suitable for people who have had
previous grammar tuition or have some experience (even
basic) of conversing in French. The sessions consist of 45 to
60 minutes of conversation followed by activities like
translations, crosswords etc... We also study a book.Our group
is very friendly and keen to welcome new members. Nous
vousattendons!
Not suitable for beginners.
30 weeks from 16Sept
£155
RE30220
FrenchImprovers
MarionMoutel-Davesne
This course is aimed at those who have completed about 3
years part-time
time study. Its aim is to develop the different skills
(speaking, reading, listening....) as well as revise grammar and
learn about French culture through a variety of activities and
interaction between the students.
30 weeks from 16 Sept £1
£155
RE30720
Genealogy and Family History
Vicki Manners
This ten-week
week course starts with the basics of genealogy and
is designed to teach you the skills to effectively trace your
ancestors, particularly those in Bedfordshire. It starts with how
to obtain genealogy
gy records such as baptism, marriage and
death records, and then how to use these records to build your
own birth chart and family tree. Once you have located your
ancestors, the second part of this course aims to help you find
out more about the life storyy of your ancestors, for example,
what they did for a living and whether or not they changed
professions over time. It will also help you find out about
where they lived, and whether they rented or owned the
houses they lived in. They may even have falle
fallen on hard-times
and in desperation ended up living in the local
workhouse. Finally, we will look at research skills to help you
find out about how your ancestors may have integrated with
the local community. For example, were they an upstanding
citizen, orr did they have to 'visit’ the local gaol?
10 weeks 16 Sept

£7
70

3GF10A20

Wednesday Lunchtimes
Italian Beginners Plus (12.30-1.30)
1.30)
Maria Taverna
This course stresses the fundamentals of pronunciation,
grammar, practical vocabulary, useful phrases and the ability
to understand, speak, read and write simple Italian when going
abroad on holidays. Aimed at beginners as well as reinforcing
language for students of Beginners plus.. As well as the
language you will learn about the culture, customs and
traditions.
33 weeks from 16 Sept £85RE31020
Spanish Improvers(12.15-1.45)
Carmen Hardisty
This course is for students who have some knowledge of
Spanish and wish to progress learning the language.
Vocabulary, grammar points, useful phrases all to be practised
practi
and reinforced. The course will help you to develop your
speaking, understanding, reading and writing skills. Learning
about Spain and Latin American countries, culture and
traditions in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.
33 weeks from 16Sept
£140
RE32320

some of the most recent information available - prepared to be
surprised!
5 weeks from 11 Nov
£35
35
3XPB05A20
History of China
Steve Lowe
We look at the turbulent history of China from the
Shang dynasty to the last – the Qing, which was followed by
the Republic of China, and after the second World War, which
was traumatic for the country, the People
People’s Republic of
China.We will look at the various stages of communist rule and
how, today, China is looking to be the greatest industrial power
in the world, and
nd what that might mean for the rest of us.
10 weeks from 16 Sept £70
70
3XHC10A20

Wednesday Afternoons
Developing Imagination
Jackie
Gooding
Examples and demonstrations of watercolour and some mixed
media techniques will be used to introduce broad themes
which students will be encouraged to interpret in their own
way. It will be helpful for students to bring along their own
source material such as sketches, photos and objects so that
the subject of their paintings is truly personal. This course is
best suited to those with previous drawing and painting
experience.
30 weeks from 16 Sept £155
RE30620
Italian Intermediate
Maria Taverna
This course is designed for anyone who would like to brush up
or extend their basic knowledge of the language. The aim of
the course is to get you to understand colloquial Italian in a
number of varied situations.
33 weeks from 16 Sept £170
RE30520

Geoscientists and their influence on Modern Science
Bev Fowlston
In this lecture series we will be looking at different
geoscientists each week and how their work has influenced
scientific thinking and the modern world. The course will
include demonstrations to help students visualise the
hypotheses and theories that have changed the world's outlook
on Earth and Earth Science.
10 weeks from 16 Sept £60
3GS10A20

General Studies - now Wednesday
Various Tutors
An assortment of subjects – each week a different speaker and
topic covering everything from Popular Culture to Quantum
Mechanics. The ideal course for those new to the REC and
anyone likely to be absent for a few sessions.
20 weeks from 16 Sept £130
RE33320

Pot Pourri of Birds
Peter Holden
Students help choose the content of this special course.
Choosing from a wide selection of common and well-known
well
British species we will explore each in turn and aim to discover
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Thursday Mornings
French Conversation Higher Intermediate to Advanced
Christine Bailey
This class requires a very good to advanced level of French.
Vous devez parler couramment ou presque!
presque!Grammartuitionis
not included – enfin, presque jamais!
jamais!The session starts with
general conversation; the topics are of your choice and very
varied: vos voyages, concerts, expos, l’actualité ... in fact
anything of interest to you!The ssecond half is filled with various
activities such as the study of a book, vocabulary exercises, a
French film ... or even a special presentation by one of the
students.The members of this group are very friendly and have
‘un sens de l’humourtrèsdéveloppé’. We are very much looking
forward to welcoming new members. A bientôt.
30 weeks from 17 Sept £1
155
RE40120
An Introduction to Lipreading
Joanna Steer
This is a course that offers help and reassurance to anyone
facing hearing loss. To build confidence in conversation based
on what is seen as well as what can still be heard by the
individual. To explore lipreading in a fun and safe environment.
A course that is suitable if you have little or no experience in
lipreading or need extra help having lived with hearing loss for
a while.
30 weeks from 17 Sept £165
165
RE41120
French for Beginners

Isabelle Awan

Bonjour all! This course will suit you if you are a beginner in
the language or already know a little bit of French. I will guide
you through the process of mastering the French sounds so
you can grow in confidence and engage in simple
conversation.
30 weeks from 17 Sept £155
RE
RE42020

way using watercolour or drawing media. Topics will be varied
and stimulating and students will be encouraged to approach
them as creatively
vely as possible. The T
Tutor will be available to
offer practical advice on how to develop individual ideas and
techniques.
30 weeks from 17 Sept £1
£155
RE40520

Spanish Advanced Conversation 10.30-12.30
12.30
Carmen Hardisty
Is your Spanish a bit rusty? Ven a nuestraclase a practicarlo.
No
importa
que
lo
hallasolvidado
un
poco, pronto lorecordaras. Conversaremossobretemas de
actualidad. Leeremoslibros de autorescontemporáneos. Todos
los
alumnosparticiparanactivamenteenpresentaci
alumnosparticiparanactivamenteenpresentaciones
a
su elección. Los puntos gramaticales y vocabulario son
abordados a lo largo de toda la clase. Un ambiente informal,
es comoestar con un grupo de amigos charlando "un poco de
aquí, de allá y de mi abuela también”. Teesperamos.
33 weeks from 17 Sept £170
RE40320

Making of Architectural Masterpieces II
Caroline Bacon
We will look at some of the most famous buildings from the
ancient to the contemporary. We shall discover and discuss 10
key constructions, their controversies, importance and
influences. Discussion and debate are actively encouraged!
10 weeks from 17Sept
£70
70
4XMM10A20

Carl Jung
Dr Gary
Day
Jung and Freud represent different aspects of psychoanalysis.
Jung, in his autobiography, Memories, Dreams and
Reflections,, describes his life, his opinions and his relationship
with Freud. He recalls his early years, student life, his visions,
his patients and how he dealt with their problems. His chapter
‘Life after Death’ alone makes this book worth reading. So, if
you fancy
cy something a bit different, come along.
5 weeks from 17 Sept
£35
4XCJ05A
A20

An Introduction to Neitzsche
Dr
Gary
Day
Nietzsche is one of the founders of modern philosophy. He
moved away from big books to short ones, full of scintillating
aphorisms rather than elaborately worked out arguments.
Focusing on Thus Spake Zarathustra,, this course will explore
some of his main ideas
deas as well as the influence they have had.
5 weeks from 5 Nov
£35
4XIN05A20
Living Life Twice: Exploring Life through Diaries and
Journals 1660-1950
Dr Twigs Way
From rural parsons to Samuel Pepys, to Mass Observation,
Observation the
lives and customs of Britain have been the subject of intimate
record. Details of sex and love, food and fasting, religion and
doubts, life and death: Internal struggles and local society set
against the backdrop of international events. We will see life
l
through the eyes of rural clergymen such as Gilbert White,
William Holland, and James Woodforde; the Georgian
shopkeeper Thomas Turner; and writers such as Virginia Woolf
as well as the ‘mass observers’ of wartime change; and those
th
most famous 17 century
ntury diarists Samuel Pepys and John
Evelyn. Explore why we feel the urge to record our lives, what
we set down, and how historians can use diaries and journals;
and is it true that ‘people who keep journals have life twice’
(writer and diarist Mary Jessamyn West)?
10 weeks from 17 Sept £80
4XLT10A
0A20

The Poetry of Thomas Hardy
Steven
Pollard
Best known as a novelist, Thomas Hardy was an accomplished
and fascinating poet; indeed, after the hostile reaction to ‘Jude
the Obscure’ he turned exclusively to poetry. In this course we
will explore the poetry and exami
examine the way in which his
writing reflects his surroundings and his personal life – his
poems written after the sudden death of his wife are
particularly revealing. Each session will be based on a
theme/topic, such as landscape, personal spaces, and
personal relationships.
Please note later start date
5 weeks from 24 Sep
£30
30
4TH05A20
The Handmaid’s Tale
Dr Sharon Priestley
This 5-week
week course focuses on one of the most talked
talked-about
th
novels of the 20 Century: T
The Handmaid's Tale. Margaret
Atwood's award-winning
winning novel, published in 1985, is set in the
near-future
future in a totalitarian state. It is complicated, relevant and
disturbing and Atwood, a Canadian writer, poses a number of
probing questions about some key aspects of Western society.
The tutor of this course, Dr Sharon Priestley, is a Canadian
CanadianAmerican who will guide students in discussions. How should
we interpret this powerful novel and how does it relate to
British
readers today? Join our discussions and find out!
5 weeks from 17Sep
£35
35
4XHT05A20

Testaments
Dr Sharon Priestley
This 5-week
week course is based on Margaret Atwood's The
Testaments, the long-awaited
awaited sequel to The Handmaid's Tale.
The Testaments is a joint winner of the 2019 Booker Prize for
Fiction. It continues the story of some characters introduced to
us in The Handmaid's Tale in a dystopian and misogynistic
world. Atwood explores the issues of how society can sanction
the degradation and moral compromising of women and much
more. The novel raises sometimes shocking que
questions, and
through our discussions, our goal is to find some answers. The
sessions will be led by Dr Sharon Priestley, a tutor who can
offer some insights from her Canadian
Canadian-American perspective.
Atwood has revealed that this novel is full of hope; join th
this
course to help us find it! It is recommended that those on this
course will have already read The Handmaid's Tale.
5 weeks from 5 Nov
£35
4XTM05A20

Thursday Afternoons
Watercolour and Drawing Challenge
David Lewry
Based on a similar format to the TV series Watercolour
Challenge,, students will be given a series of different topics
throughout the year which they are free to interpret in their own

Book on-line at www.recbedford.co.uk
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SpanishAbsolute
Absolute Beginners
Beginners2.30-4.30
Carmen
Hardisty
This course will offer you the opportunity to learn a new
language, with no previous knowledge. Learning through basic

everyday useful conversation scenarios. At the airport,
ordering food, booking a hotel, visiting museums or just
walking around the city. Learning new vocabulary and basic
grammar in a relaxed and welcoming environment.
33 weeks from 17 Sept £170
RE41020

Friday Lunchtimes

Friday Mornings
Pilates
Stephanie Smith
Pilates is a body conditioning method that works by targeting
the deep postural muscles, rebalancing the body and toning
and stretching the muscles.
These twoclasses are not suitable for beginners.
Intermediate 10-11am:: This is a more challenging class for
those who have done Pilates for at least 2 years.
Please bring a mat.
10 weeks from 18 Sept £50
5PI10AA2
5PI10AA20
Improver 11.30-12.30 am: This class is suitable for those with
a basic knowledge of Pilates.
Please bring a mat.
10 weeks from 18 Sept £50
5PI10AB20
Treasures of The Higgins I
Jenny Morris
Our local museum and gallery has exceptional collections on a
very wide range of topics: social history, art and crafts of many
periods and genres, history, archaeology, and local history, for
example. During our five Friday mornings we shall spend some
time exploring the Higgins either remotely or on site,
depending on when they re-open.
open. For other sessions we will
be entirely classroom based, whether in Rothsay Gardens or
via Zoom.. There will be a small additional charge for any
specialist
ist talks arranged at the Higgins, but entry is of course
free.
5 weeks from 18 Sept
£35
5XTH05A20
Aristotle
Jenny Morris
Aristotle was described by Dante as 'the master of those who
know'. Certainly, Aristotle's work was extraordinarily diverse
and immensely influential in later centuries. Although he was a
follower of Plato, Aristotle's approach to exploring the world
and ideas was very different, as were the times he lived in. We
shall consider Aristotle's
totle's works and their influence, reading
some texts closely, and discussing them in some detail. Texts
will beprovided. No preparation is required, and no previous
experience of academic Philosophy is expected (though it will
be welcomed, of course). Anyone
one wanting to find out a little in
advance of the classes is recommended to read 'Aristotle:
AVery Short Introduction',, by Jonathan Barnes.
5 weeks from 6 Nov
£35
5XAR05A20
German Conversation
Rosemary
osemary Adams
This is the highest level of German class where a good level of
fluency is ideal. The emphasis is on conversation and all
students are invited to participate. If time permits we read
articles or revise points of grammar. The class is relaxed and
friendly, so please come along or contact Rosemary via the
REC for more information.
30 weeks from 18Sept
£155
RE50220
Why Beethoven?
John Dawson
th
I’ve always wanted to do a course on Beethoven, so the 250
anniversary of his birth is the perfect excuse! The fuss made
over Beethoven since his first appearances in Vienna in the
1790s has been more spectacular and widespread than over
any other composer – possibly any creative artist in any field.

Book on-line at www.recbedford.co.uk

What is it that
hat gives him this totemic status? Is a composer
who only just outlived Napoleon still relevant today? By
exploring key works, examining aspects of his life and his
posthumous reputation we will try to answer that question, a
quarter of a millennium after his birth.
10 weeks from 18 Sept
£
£70
5XMA10A20
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Body Aware 1-2pm
Chris
Butcher
Body Aware is a great way to start exercise or to improve any
level of fitness. After just 3 or 4 sessions it’s possible to feel the
benefit of more natural movement, which, by improving
posture, balance and strength, reduces tension, headaches,
pain and stiffness
tiffness and increases flexibility and fitness. Please
bring a mat.
30 weeks from 18 Sept £90
90
RE51120
German Beginners Plus (12.30 – 1.30)Rosemary Adams
If you have a little knowledge of German and would like to
resume your study then this course would be ideal. We do lots
of revision and practice in a friendly and relaxed group.
Please note this course is not suitable for beginners.
30 weeks from 18Sept
£78
78
RE51420

Friday Afternoons
Singing
ng for Pleasure Choir
Caroline Muzolf
During the closure of the Centre, the Singing for Pleasure choir
sessions will be delivered by 4x15 minute videos, available by
links emailed to members weekly along with words and music.
Members will be able to watch these at their leisure and to
revisitthem
them as often as required. The sessions will consist of a
few vocal warm-ups,
ups, some easy songs to sing along to and
songs in parts which will b
be taught in a call and response
format. When
the Centre is re-opened,
opened, we will be able to revise the songs
learned during this period along with new songs and Sing
Together live! The sessions will then revert to normal time.
10 weeks from 18 Sept 2--3pm £40
5XCH10A20
The Work of Tony Harrison:
ison: Poet, Dramatist, Thinker
Jenny Morris
Tony Harrison is a social poet, dramatist, translator and radical
thinker. In this course we shall read and discuss a selection
poetry, plays, and prose. He has challenged any tradition
notion of a distinction between ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture, and has
found
d inspiration and ideas from many different social and
educational contexts and traditions. For his recent collection of
prose pieces he has been described as ‘the great poet of page,
stage and screen [who] presents a lifetime's thinking about art
and politics,
tics, creativity and mortality. In so doing, he takes us
on an extraordinary journey through languages and across
continents and millennia, from his Nigerian Lysistrata to the
British Raj of his version of Racine's Phèdre, to post
postCommunist Europe for the film Prometheus to a one-off
performance of The Kaisers of Carnuntum at the Roman
amphitheatre between Vienna and Bratislava, to the peace
camp at Greenham Common, and from a Leeds street bonfire
celebrating the defeat of Japan by the new atomic bomb to
wines
nes made from the vines on volcanoes’.
5weeks from 18 Sept
£35
5XPD05A20
Tai Chi 2.15-3.45
Chris Butcher
We use controlled and generally slow movements to help
improve stamina, balance and flexibility. We work at a gentle

pace and build up sequences, which exercise the whole body
(and mind!). Beginners and intermediate students welcome.
30 weeks from 18 Sept £140
RE50520
German Lower Intermediate
Rosemary Adams
A course designed for those who have a good foundation in
German, through previous study and knowledge,
knowledge for example
of past tenses. All aspects of the language are covered in a
fun and lively way with lots of interaction between learners to
develop conversational and grammatical skills. Do come and
join our friendly group.
30 weeks from18 Sept
£155
RE50820

Drawing Challenge
David Lewry
This course will offer a number of different challenges involving
drawing media. Students will work in graphite, coloured pencil,
charcoal, pen and ink and pastels to interpret a series of
different subjects set by the tutor. There will be plenty of step
by step demonstrations and full instruction for anybody new to
a particular medium so it would be suited to beginners as well
as more experienced artists. Students will be encouraged to try
different media and subjects so as to develop their own style
and interpretation.
30 weeks from 18 Sept £155
RE50920

Membership, Enrolment &
Gift Aid Form 2020/21
Please complete
lete all sections, detach from the brochureand return to
Rothsay Education Centre,, 6 Rothsay Gardens, Bedford MK40 3QB

Your Details
Title:

Forename:

Surname:

Address:

Postcode:

Landline Tel:

Mobile Tel:

Email:

Please tick this box if you are happy to receive news and information by email about future
events and courses.
Your details WILL NOT be passed on to any third parties (except to our tutors for online
courses).
Full Terms & Conditions on our website www.recbedford.co.uk
Member’s Signature:

Book on-line at www.recbedford.co.uk

Date:
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New Member?Where
Where did you hear about us please?
please
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Emergency Contact:Name:

Tel:

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We no longer post out enrolment confirmations. If you would like one, please enclose astamped, addressed
envelope. Any course information
on will be sent to you and you will becontacted if there are any queries with
your enrolment.
DATA PROTECTION: We keep your information provided here in a database to enable us to
process your enrolment and administer courses. For further information on Data Protection please
see our Privacy Policy on our website.
GIFT AID: If you are a UK taxpayer, please complete the section below so we can claim back an extra 25p
for every £1 you give.

Your Courses
Course Details

Fee £

Course code_________________________
_________________________
Course Title
Course code_________________________
_________________________
Course Title
Course code_________________________
_________________________
Course Title
Membership: Annual £39: One term £17: Day £6

Donation (Thank you!)

Total Payable

Gift Aid Declaration
I am a United Kingdom payer of Income Tax and I wish Rothsay Education Centre to treat all donations I
have made since 6 April 2020 and all donations hereafter, until I notify otherwise, as Gift Aid Donations

Signature:

Book on-line at www.recbedford.co.uk

Date:

- 17 -

Payment details below will be destroyed
Payment method [ ] Cash [ ] Cheque [ ] Debit [ ]Credit
Credit card (American Express not accepted)
Cheques should be made payable to Rothsay Education Centre
Card Number

Expiry date

M

M

Y

YName on Card…………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………….

Security Code – last 3 digits on back of card
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